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Jessup Team to 
Compete in 
Internationals 
By Sanjeev Date, 
RG Contributing Editor 
For the third consecutive year, 
Michigan's Jessup International Law Moot 
Court team has won the Central Region 
Tournament and will represent the school 
and the region in international competition . 
2Ls Rocky Dhir and Dallae Chin talk with Stephen J. Arpaia of Cornell University 
lAw School, who presented his student note at the Symposium. 
The regional competition was held in 
the brand new Detroit College of Law 
building in East Lansing on February 14 
& 15. Notre Dame and Ohio State were 
among Michigan's victims, as the team 
went undefeated in six rounds of competi-
tion over the weekend. The International 
Rounds will be held in Washington, DC 
from March 30 toApril4. Over 50 teams, 
representing more than 40 countries will 
take part. 
First APALSA Symposium a Success 
By Chung Han Lee, 
Spedal to the RG 
This past weekend, the Asian Pacific 
American Law Students Association 
(APALSA) held its first ever symposium 
entitled, "Rethinking Racial Divides: 
Asian Pacific Americans and the Law." 
The symposium gathered some of the top 
Asian Pacific American (APA) legal schol-
ars and practitioners to examine the press-
ing issues facing the APA community. 
Over 150 participants attended the sym-
posium. 
infra 
Everything you've ever wanted to 
know about Professor Logue but 
were afraid to ask p. 2 
Bruce Man can't jump p.8 
Movie reviews for movies we didn't 
see p.9 
Larry's weekly contribution to his 
FBI file p. 11 
It pays to stay in school p. 15 
"We wanted to organize a symposium 
to educate ourselves, the law school, and 
the entire university community of the role 
of Asian Pacific Americans in reshaping 
contemporary legal issues," explained 
Kelly Park, President of APALSA. "Be-
cause there are no APA professors in the 
law school, we felt that it was important 
to bring the leading scholars to us." 
The symposium began Friday after-
See APALSA Symposium, page 5 
The Jessup problem is usually con-
structed to raise some of the most conten-
tious issues in public international law, and 
this year's problem is no exception. The 
case concerns a civil war patterned on the 
break-up of the former Yugoslavia. One 
of the .chief war criminals from the civil 
See JESSUP, page 4 
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Twenty Questions With ... 
Professor Kyle Logue 
By Mike Sachs 
RG News and Politics Editor 
1) Where Were You Born? Opelika, Alabama 
2) Where Did You Grow Up? Auburn, Alabama (which is an adjoining 
city to Opelika) 
3) Undergraduate Major: Political Science 
4) Favorite Classes: Microeconomics, Political Theory, or any litera-
ture class. 
5) If you weren't in the legal community, what would you be doing? 
No answer. 
6) If you weren't teaching in Ann Arbor, where would you like to be? 
Any medium-sized city in the South. 
7) Ambitions, aims, or goals in the legal community: No specific ca-
reer goals. Right now, I want to get tenure. 
8) Favorite films: Unforgiven (1992) 
9) Favorite non-law books: Gulliver's Travels, Scott Turow books, The Indian and the Cupboard (for parents), 
anything by Dr. Seuss. 
10) Favorite kinds of music: blues, bluegrass, Stevie Wonder, Bill Withers. 
11) Favorite restaurant in Ann Arbor to grab a meal: My favorite lunch spot is Steve's Lunch. With my family for 
dinner, it's the Lucky Kitchen. 
12) The sports team you'd most like to see win a championship: Auburn football. 
13) Is it true that you once played college basketball with Charles Barkley? I did not play college basketball at 
Auburn, and I did not dunk on Charles Barkley. However, I have never been beaten in a best out-of-three contest by 
a Michigan law student. 
14) Where would you like to go for a month-long vacation? Somewhere we can drive, like the Gulf of Mexico. 
15) Have you ever wanted to smack a student upside the head in class? Yes (Professor Logue would rather not add 
additional comment). 
16) Who is the most famous person you've ever met? Bo Jackson or Charles Barkley. 
17) If you could go back into history and ask one person, "What were you thinking?!?" who would it be? Michael 
Jordon when he decided to play baseball. 
18) On a lazy Saturday afternoon, what would you rather be doing more than anything else? Playing with my kids. 
19) The one thing that I wish Michigan law students knew about me, but probably don't: No response. 
20) The worst thing about being a Michigan Law School professor: The winters. 
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Professor Malamud Speaks on the 
Female Perspective of Academia 
By Lisa Dresner 
RG Contributing Editor 
Interested in being a law professor, but 
worried that your grades aren't perfect or 
that you haven't published a note? There 
may be hope for you beconiing a professor 
yet, according to Professor Deborah 
Malamud. "I wouldn't let any one factor 
rule you ... out," she said. "One of my 
sayings is, 'Let other people disqualify you 
-don't rule yourself out."' 
Malamud spoke about what it's like to 
be a woman law professor ~ an informal 
brown-bag lunch on Thursday, February 12, 
1998, in the Lawyers' Club Lounge. The 
talk, sponsored by the Women Law Stu-
dentAssociation (WLSA), drew about two 
dozen male and female students interested 
in learning about teaching law. 
Malamud noted that although the job 
market for law professors is getting pro-
gressively tighter, there is more than one 
way for prospective professors to make 
themselves marketable. 
One way that's becoming important is 
to start publishing your academic legal writ-
ing early. "It's getting harder and harder 
to go into teaching if you have a slower 
start [getting your work published]," she 
said, since prospective employers expect 
job candidates to have engaged in some 
scholarly activity before applying. The 
upside to having published, Malamud be-
lieves, is that "[a]ll kinds of grade-based 
sins are forgiven for people who have al-
ready . . . started to turn out interesting 
scholarship." 
On the other hand, publishing criteria 
may be overlooked for people who follow 
the "credential-heavy" route: impressing 
their law school professors, working on a 
journal, earning prestigious job place-
ments, and performing extremely well on 
the job. 
Malamud noted that the "credential-
heavy" route to a professorship is especially 
available to women and people of color, as 
placement committees realize that these 
candidates may not have received the 
early mentoring necessary 
to encourage them to pub-
lish their work. Malamud 
also suggested that being 
female might be a slight 
advantage when seeking 
academic jobs in areas 
such as commercial and 
corporate law, or in "any 
area where women are 
underrepresented." 
Malamud then dis-
cussed some of the issues 
that women professors 
face that their male col-
leagues may not. First, 
since schools prefer com-
mittees to be diverse, yet 
often (like Michigan) do 
not have enough women 
professors, women faculty 
tend to shoulder more than 
their fair share of commit-
tee work. 
Professor Deborah Malamud feels that there are many 
opportunities available for women interested in 
teaching. 
Women faculty at male-dominated 
meetings or conferences may also feel a 
certain internal pressure to speak up -
whether they feel like it or not- in order 
to make sure that a more diverse group of 
voices gets heard. "You feel a certain re-
sponsibility to be out there as a woman," 
Malamud said. 
Similarly, women professors on fac-
ulties oflaw schools with few women may 
have concerns about the ways in which 
their actions will be perceived by students 
who know only a few female law profes-
sors: "You always do feel that, at least 
potentially, you're serving as a role 
model," Malamud said. 
Furthermore, Malamud asserted that 
women faculty face a double standard 
when attempting to develop a classroom 
persona that their students will respect. "If 
we're n.Q1 dominant in the classroom, it's 
said we can't keep control of the class. If 
we are dominant, then that's counted 
against us .... We walk a delicate line," 
Malamud argues. 
"I don't think that women are allowed 
to be J.J. White .... [Our classroom be-
havior is circumscribed by] a gendered ex-
pectation that we're not supposed to be like 
that." 
Balancing their professional and per-
sonallives may also be more complicated 
for female faculty than it is for their male 
colleagues. Women are more likely to be 
part of a dual-career couple, a relationship 
that academic job patterns don't favor, 
since the chance of a law school being able 
to hire both members of a professional 
couple is slim. "[Being part of a dual-ca-
reer couple] is more of a problem for 
women, in that it is more common for men 
... to have spouses that are flexible than it 
is for women," Malamud said. She called 
the dual-career couple situation "a constant 
problem" for faculties trying to lure aca-
demics to their schools. 
Social interactions with colleagues 
and students can also become complicated 
for female faculty. They may develop a 
"dual-consciousness," where their loyal-
ties can become divided as they are pulled 
See MALAMUD, page 4 
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Competition 
Continued from page 1 
team placed third, behind the teams from 
Ohio Northern University and the Univer-
sity of Louisville. The winner between 
those two teams will proceed to the na-
tional competition, to be held this year in 
Los Angeles. 
Mr. Manning and Mr. Lee won the 
right to participate in the regional compe-
tition by defeating 21 other teams in 
Michigan's intraschool round, which took 
place on Saturday, February 7th. Under-
graduate students portrayed the clients, and 
the judges were mainly area practitioners. 
The theme of this year's competition 
was landlord and tenant law. Students 
Jessup 
Continued from page 1 
war has fled to a third state, where he is in 
custody. The U.N. has established a war 
crimes tribunal to try criminals from the 
civil war. One of the successor states born 
of the civil war is seeking extradition of 
the accused for trial on charges of murder, 
treason and sedition. The U.N. tribunal 
also seeks his extradition, to try him for 
the crime of genocide. In addition, the 
accused has sheltered some $20 million of 
uncertain provenance in the banks of the 
custodial state, which has some of the 
strictest bank secrecy laws in the world and 
refuses to divulge any information about 
the funds to the aggrieved state. 
The questions before the International 
Court of Justice are whether the custodial 
state must extradite the criminal to the 
country where his crimes occurred; if so, 
whether the Court has authority to compel 
the extradition or to order any other rem-
edy (i.e. monetary damages); and whether 
international law compels the custodial 
state to abrogate its bank secrecy laws in 
this case. The case raises complex ques-
tions about the power of the ICJ to exer-
cise "judicial review" of Security Council 
actions, the effect of the death penalty on 
a state's obligation to extradite criminals, 
and the remedial powers of the ICJ, among 
others. 
Team members Eric Moutz (IL) and 
Ken Pippin (IL) argue the case for the ap-
were only given very general information 
regarding the problem that the client was 
experiencing, such as "Mrs. Brown wants 
to talk to you about a problem with her 
apartment." In the face to face meeting 
with the client, the competitors tried to 
elicit material information about the 
client's case. Mr. Lee said that although 
clients in real life would probably offer 
more information than in the simulation, 
since the students portraying the clients 
"were told not to say certain things unless 
we really got it out of them," he "could 
still see how it is really hard to get all of 
the material facts out a client because the 
client may not know what is material." 
Because the competitors were only 
aware of the general legal area they would 
plicant (i.e., plaintiff). Brian Newquist 
(2L) and Matt Roskoski (lL) argue the 
case for the respondent. Team member 
Keisha Talbot (lL) participated fully in 
preparing the teams briefs, but was unable 
to attend the regional competition. Jeff 
Silver (2L), a member oflast year's Jessup 
team, coached this year's crew, together 
with Matthias Wolf (LIM). 
Professor Jose Alvarez and Associate 
Dean VIrginia Gordan strongly supported 
the team. Professor Alvarez and Profes-
sor Bruno Sirnrnajudged a dress rehearsal 
for the team in January. Also on the panel 
was John Crook, Assistant Legal Adviser 
for U.N. Affairs at the U.S. State Depart-
ment. Team members found this experi-
ence invaluable in preparing for the corn-
petition. 
In East Lansing, each pair of 
Michigan's team argued twice in a round 
robin on Saturday. Each side was unde-
feated on Saturday. Michigan was thus 
seeded second for Sunday's semi-final 
round. Michigan chose to argue the ap-
plicant side in the semi-final round, where 
they faced Ohio State. OSU had won the 
award for best brief in the competition, but 
were no match for Moutz and Pippin. In 
the final round, Ohio Northern University 
won a coin toss and chose the applicant 
side. That put Michigan's fate in the hands 
of Newquist and Roskoski, who carried the 
day. 
be dealing with, preparation for the corn-
petition focused more on strategy than on 
research. According to Mr. Lee, coordi-
nation between the partners was essential 
to success: "It is hard to do a two person 
client interview and not interrupt each 
other. We wanted to make sure we each 
asked appropriate questions, and at the 
right time, to try to get at the facts in a 
more systematic way." 
Mr. Lee felt that another reason for 
his team's success was they tried to give 
the client a preliminary opinion on his or 
her legal situation. "We would say, 'Here's 
what it looks like to us, we can try to help 
you in these different ways,' instead of 
See COMPETITION, page 14 
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APALSA Symposium 
Continued from page 1 
noon with the presentation of two student 
notes. Stephen Arpaia, a student at Cornell 
University Law School, presented the first 
paper entitled "A Non-Natural Born Presi-
dent?: The Qualifications for Presidents 
Clause" in which he argues that the gram-
matical construction of the qualifications 
for presidents clause may not necessarily 
exclude the non-natural born citizens from 
becoming president. Jennifer Fan from 
Columbia University Law School pre-
sented the second paper entitled "English-
Only Laws and Their Effect on Asian 
Americans in the Workplace" in which she 
argues that the growth of English-Only 
laws will have a significant adverse im-
pact on the APA community. 
The student note presentations were 
followed by "Last Night I Dreamt of 
Manzanar: Korematsu's Writ of Coram 
Nobis," an event commemorating the Day 
of Remembrance, established to honor the 
Japanese Americans interned during World 
War II pursuant to Executive Order 9066 
signed by President Roosevelt. After a 
brief introduction by Professor Rick Hills, 
Professor Gail Nomura of the Asian/Pa-
cific American Studies Program, Profes-
sor Stephen Sumita of the English depart-
ment, and first-year law student Ihan Kim 
re-enacted the oral arguments in 
Korematsu's 1983 petition for coram no-
bis which vacated Korematsu's 1944 con-
viction. "It was good to see so many 
people at the event. It really shows how 
much the community cares about these 
sorts of issues," said Kim. Yuzuru 
Takeshita, a former internee and Profes-
sor Emeritus in the Health Education and 
Health Department, played the part of Fred 
Korematsu and concluded the re-enact-
ment by speaking about his experiences 
in the internment camp. He reminded the 
audience, "We need to continue to struggle 
and fight against oppression of all people." 
On Saturday, the symposium held 
three plenary sessions which addressed 
major issues confronting the APA commu-
nity. In the first plenary session, Profes-
sor Peter Hammer moderated a discussion 
of immigration law and policy between 
Professor T. Alexander Aleinikoff of 
Georgetown University Law Center, Pro-
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fessor Keith Aoki of Univer-
sity of Oregon School of Law, 
and Professor Frank Wu of 
Howard University School of 
Law. They debated the impli-
cations of a shift from family-
based immigration policies to 
a more skills-oriented immi-
gration policy, the increasing 
salience of birth-right citizen-
ship in shaping domestic 
policy, and the effects of im-
migration on coalition build-
ing in local politics. 
The second plenary ses-
sion on affirmative action pro-
vided the most heated and ex-
citing discussions among both 
the panelist and the audience. 
Professor Deborah Malamud 
moderated the panel which 
consisted of Professor Pat 
Chew of the University of 
Gail Nomura of the University of Michigan 
participates in a roundtable discussion about 
Asian American Jurisprudence. 
Pittsburgh School of Law, Professor 
Gabriel Chin of Western New England 
College of Law, Professor Sumi Cho of 
DePaul University College of Law, and 
Professor Marina Hsieh of Boalt Hall. The 
panelists discussed different aspects and 
approaches to affirmative action, includ-
ing the reasons law schools fail to hireAPA 
law professors, the consistent use of APAs 
as a wedge group between people of color, 
and the difficulty in shaping a unified po-
sition among APAs because of the enor-
mous diversity of needs within the com-
munity. 
Professor Chin stirred up the most contro-
versy when he commended the University 
of Michigan Law School's affirmative ac-
tion policy as legally sound under Bakke, 
but then proceeded to criticize the school 
for not following its own policies. He ad-
vised the administration to settle the case 
if given the opportunity, stating, "We want 
the test case for affirmative action which 
goes to the Supreme Court to be the stron-
gest case possible." 
The affirmative action plenary drew the 
largest number of participants. As Jason 
Hsu, a symposium coordinator, stated, "It 
was exciting to see how many people 
showed up for this session. People were 
so engaged that we had to extend the time 
allotted for the session to make sure that 
everybody had a chance to ask their ques-
tions and make their points." 
Associate Dean Christina Whitman mod-
erated the third plenary session on gender 
and sexuality issues within the APA com-
munity. Leti Volpp of the National Em-
ployment Law Project, Professor Nancy 
Ota of Albany School of Law, and Profes-
sor Peter Kwan of Santa Clara University 
School of Law discussed how culture, the 
"nation," and global economic restructur-
ing have defined the role and the percep-
tions of Asian women, and how anti-mis-
cegenation laws have impacted same-sex 
marriages and ideas Asian female sexual-
ity. One of the most popular presentations 
of the symposium was a provocative and 
unsettling critique of the images of Asian 
women in films by Professor K wan. 
After the three plenary sessions, the 
symposium concluded with an informal 
roundtable discussion by scholars, practi-
tioners, and students about the future of 
Asian Pacific American jurisprudence. 
The roundtable provided the most lively 
debates amongst the scholars as they 
struggled to define the meaning of APA 
jurisprudence and to understand the prac-
tical significance of APAscholarship to the 
See APALSA Symposium, page 14 
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A Call for Conversation 
Tuesday, February 24 was the National Day of Action. What were you doing? 
Many students skipped classes to go to the Teach-in; many other students just skipped 
classes for whatever reason (or no reason at all). The remaining students went to class 
either to take a stand against the principles of the National Day of Action or maybe just 
because they thought it was a good idea to go to class. 
Perhaps the National Day of Action was not the best forum for students to form and 
express opinions about affirmative action. Does it seem odd that on an issue centering 
on diversity we are asking students to unite in a single viewpoint? The fact that there is 
not a majority opinion in Regents of University of California v. Bakke should tell us that 
this is an issue on which reasonable people can disagree. Perhaps this is because there 
is no consensus on a definition of the terms, or because there are so many different 
situations in which the issue comes up. Affirmative action programs purport to in-
crease diversity. But exactly what do we mean by diversity? Are we talking about the 
diversity of viewpoint, politics, or socioeconomic status that we often associate with 
race or gender, or are we talking about race or gender as an independent characteristic? 
If we are talking about associated characteristics, are we willing to generalize enough to 
support the correlation? If not, are we willing to debate the inherent value of immutable 
characteristics? 
Many people seem to be of the opinion that "anti-affirmative action" means "anti-
minority." We all know that it is not that simple, and it is shortsighted of us to stigma-
tize a particular viewpoint in that manner. The end result is that most of the discussions 
on view points other than the PC party line have taken place in private forums such as e-
mail groups and within student organizations. While this may be more comfortable 
than expressing unpopular views in public, it does not advance the discussion or help 
inform people so they can develop their own opinions. 
The RG, therefore, wants to provide a public forum for these usually private discus-
sions. We are the student newspaper of our law school, and we request your letters as a 
means for promoting a dialogue which is often carefully avoided. Consider us a 
nonconfrontational forum for individuals to express and explain their opinions. Letters 
need to be signed when submitted to ensure that only the views of law school students, 
faculty or staff are included, but they can be published anonymously upon request. (The 
authors of all submissions requesting anonymity will be kept completely confidential.) 
Letters can include questions, comments, opinions, or anything else people want to 
express but for which they have not yet found an appropriate forum. If you have not yet 
formed an opinion, tell us why. Has your view been represented in the opinions ex-
pressed by the Law School administration or student organizations? Do you disapprove 
of the Law School's policy but approve of affirmative action in another context? Or 
vice versa? How do you define affirmative action? 
Avoiding the conversation only increases the tension among varying viewpoints. 
The less we say, the more potential there is for misunderstanding each other 's goals and 
motivations. We can agree to disagree, but we can deal with each other much more 
intelligently if we know exactly what it is we disagree about. 
Send responses to the RG at lenartkl@umich.edu or put hard copies in the RG 
pendaflex on the third floor (across from the faculty mailroom). 
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Finding the right finandng for your law students 
doesn't have to be a trial. Not when you rely on 
Key Education Resources~ We offer a full range of 
education financing products, making it easy to 
help students earn their degrees. Call our School 
Administrator Hotline today. We're certain you'll 
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Hoop Dreams 
By Bruce Manning 
RG Contributing Editor 
Let me confess to you my greatest per-
sonal failure, my dream permanently de-
ferred, my secret aspiration lying stiff with 
a toe tag in the morgue of my best inten-
tions: I can't dunk. 
My short-comings: I can't run. I can't 
jump. I 
--- ._._.,J- ---







look terrible in high tops. 
The one time I managed to touch net, 
I caught my pinkie finger in it and had to 
go to the emergency room. In my latest 
attempt to dunk I slammed into the 
(unpadded) hoop support. Only once, from 
the top of a ladder, have I looked down on 
the rim. 
If I could dunk, my whole life would 
be different. I'd wake up in the morning 
and go to the gym and dunk for six or eight 
hours. Tomahawks, two handed, back-
wards, stuffs, backboard shattering, 
straight up slam jam, reverse, blindfolded. 
On nice days, I'd go to the blacktop and 
do the same. I could do this for at least 
three straight years. I would be an inspi-
ration to shortish, fattish guys with stubby 
arms and small baby-like hands. Ev-
ery time I dunked I would be the 
ugly duckling turning into a beau-
tiful swan. 
To tum my day dreams into my 
day realities, I outlined an exer-
cise and training regime for my-
self. I figured the first thing I 
would need to do was lose 
weight-it is already hard 
enough to propel an unathletic 
five nine guy over the rim and 
extra baggage was not something 
my Cesna could handle. 
This would take eight hours a day for 
about ten months. Then, I'd have to 
build some leg muscle ... maybe ten 
hours a day of pumping iron, jump 
rope, and weighted shoes. After that, 
I think I'd have to stretch my fingers-
-I'd use those Chinese finger puzzles. 
After I'd achieved rim, I'd have to 
work on style. Again, since I've never 
had anything resembling grace, this 
could require studies of art history, 
dance, Zen, calligraphy, Kobe Bryant, 
who knows what. 
What would it cost: I'd need a per-
sonal trainer to run my exercise regime, a 
chef to hold me to a strict diet, a guru to 
keep up my flagging will. Total time 
needed, fully dedicated to the task: 22 
months. Cost estimated at $174,345.50. 
Probability of success: about one chance 
in three. 
But I Wl!S not deterred. I wanted the 
world to see the amazing potential of the 
human form. I applied for grants from the 
National Endowment for the Arts, the Pew 
Charitable Trust, the W.M. Keck Founda-
tion, and the Sultan of Brunei. Strangely, 
they all turned me down. 
There are some here among us who 
set their sights on law school early in their 
undergraduate career, just after registering 
for Con Law. There are some here among 
us who set their sights on law school early 
in high school, just after scanning Fortune 
500's CEO profiles. There are some here 
among us who set their sights on law 
school late in junior high, just after their 
first community service project. In fact, 
an acquaintance of mine set his sights on 
becoming a patent lawyer in third grade. 
These are the people who are making 
the most of law school, loving every mo-
ment as it is the fulfillment of long and 
deeply held dreams. Yes, there are some 
here among us who were born to go to law 
school. I am not one of those people who 
have always wanted to go to law school. 
But I wish I could be, this place can really 
get you down if you're not sure why you're 
here. 
If you can spare bit oflaw school in-
spiration (or $174,345.50), please drop it 
in my pendaflex - I can use all the lofty 
idealism (or moo lab to fund my slam dunk-
ing career) I can get my hands on. Thank 
you in advance for your kindness. 
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CRITic's CoRrt:R 
THIS WEEK: CHRIS~ s Tor TEN LIST 
By Chris Butler 
Writer, Adult Video News 
These are the ten best movies I saw 
that were released last year. In the inter-
est of fairness, I have excluded the Pamela 
and Tommy Lee video, Jerry Springer's 
''Too Hot For TV!" and all other films that, 
while deserving, were not released theat-
rically in New York, Los Angeles, or 
Ypsilanti during the previous year. 
1. Boogie Nights - The definitive film 
about the pornographic film industry, and 
the fine people who devote their lives to 
entertaining the American public (well, 
urn, at least some of us anyway). 
The most amazing feat of the film is 
that it makes us care about a bunch of pa-
thetic losers as they gradually begin tore-
alize that the great work they've devoted 
their life to is, well, pornography. The 
writer/director, Paul Thomas Anderson, 
has created the most successful film yet 
based on the Goodfellas paradigm (i.e. 
non-stop music, long takes, moving cam-
era, gratuitous violence, etc.), and done it 
with such seasoned thespians as Marky 
Mark and Burt Reynolds. 
The film doesn't tail off at the end as 
too many critics claimed. In fact, the best 
scene of the film happens towards the end 
when Marky and his crew try to rob a gun-
toting Night Ranger fan with particularly 
disastrous results. A brilliant dissection 
of American life as it jumped from the 
bullshit, laid-back California mindset of 
the 70's to the crass, "All about the 
Benjamins" 1980's. 
2. Jackie Brown- This film is not too long! 
Tarantino resists the opportunity to create 
Pulp Fiction II, and instead takes a look at 
five people trying to make the most oflives 
which have clearly passed the point of liv-
ing up to their potential. Plus, it shows he 
has more sense than most directors, as he 
refused to cast Quentin Tarantino in the 
film. 
3. LA Confid ... 
.... 
[Editors note: this selection has been ed-
ited because the author felt the need to re-
veal how the film ended, much to the cha-
grin of his editors who had not seen the 
film and probably now never will.] 
4. The Ice Storm - A poignant, and often 
very funny, look at the impact of the 1970's 
"sexual revolution" on a sleepy hamlet in 
suburban Connecticut. As the film shows, 
having sex with your neighbors is not the 
great, liberating experience it might appear 
to be on the surface. In the long run, such 
old-fashioned concepts as marriage and 
family tend to be the things worth hang-
ing on to. 
5. Donnie Brasco- Just when I think I've 
seen enough good gangster movies, they 
keep pulling me back in. Pacino decides 
to act for the first time in years, and the 
result is an entertaining look at the kind of 
low-level scumbag mobsters that keep the 
New York sanitation industry from ever 
becoming too profitable. 
6. Chasing Amy - Both the funniest and 
cheapest-looking movie of the year. A 
good film that could have been made bet-
ter if they bought a few more lights, filmed 
on a set, and Kevin Smith learned that it 
was OK to actually move the camera. Eas-
ily the most entertaining Boy meets Les-
bian/Boy loses Lesbian story I've ever 
seen. 
7. The Edge- I actually wrote a review of 
this one already, and really don't feel like 
writing about it again, so if you could just 
look it up in the Res Gestae archives in 
the library I'd appreciate it. Thanks. 
8. Good Will Hunting - A very funny, in-
telligent film about the smartest janitor j,n 
Boston. This one has all the earmarks of a 
paint-by-numbers "feel good" movie, but, 
besides the pat ending, it's not. 
9. Grosse Pointe Blank- I didn't like this 
one that much the first time I saw it, but 
thanks to the Residence Hall Movie Chan-
nel I was able to see it three more times 
and decided it was pretty good. 
(Just a quick note to the crackheads 
who pick the movies for Channel 72: This 
month's schedule sucks! Fried Green To-
matoes, Steel Magnolias, and Medicine 
Man? I realize that it was tough on you 
when you ran out of Adam Sandler mov-
ies, but come on.) 
10. Titanic - I haven't actually seen Ti-
tanic, but everyone tells me it's reallllly 
good. In fact, I was talking to this 14 year 
old girl by the Skee Ball tables at Pinball 
Pete's and she told me it was awesome, 
and her friends had all seen it like 5 times, 
and she has a poster of Leonardo DiCaprio 
on her wall and he's soooo cool, and Ire-
ally should see it. 
But I didn't see it, so I can only rate it 
at number 10. I feel bad about that. It's 
the kind of thing that could change if I 
could get some free movie tickets out of 
the RG slush fund. 
[Editors' 2nd note: that loud sound you 
here is the hysterical laughter of the RG 
editorial staff. Nice try.] • 
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$25,()()() KeyCite "The Key to Good ltlw" Scholarship Cont£5t 
ENI'ER YOUR SUGGESnON OF HOW TO MAKE KEYCITE EVEN BETTER. 
GET A FREE SWISS ARMY KNIFE JUST BY ENTERING! DEADUNE FOR ENI'RIES IS MARCH 31,1998. 
GRAND PRIZE: $25,000 FIRST PRIZE: $10,000 SECOND PRIZE: $5,000 
KeyCite"' is West Group's revolutionary new citation research 
service. It's the "Key to Good Law" because you can check for good 
law and find related cases quickly and easily. 
Here's your chance as a law school student to help make KeyCite 
even betterr 
You can win up to $25,000 toward your education expenses if your 
suggestion is chosen. 
In fact, just by entering your suggestion of more than 50 words, 
you'll receive a FREE Swiss Army knife* and the article, "KeyCite, The 
Lawyer's Swiss Army Knife," by attorney Dennis S. Voorhees. 
So get acquainted v,~th KeyCite on WESTIAW" at your earliest 
opportunity. (If you need a WESTIAW password, ask your West Group 
Academic Account Manager or WESTIAW Student Representative.) 
Then give us your thoughts 
on how to make this powerful 
new service even better. 
SEND YOUR ENI'RY TO: KeyCite Contest, PO. Box 8514, Prospect Hts., IL 60070 
....... 
• WEST GROUP 
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Deep into Ann Arbor's first season of 
the year, winter- to be followed by more 
winter, the Fourth of July, seven days of 
leaves turning color before thudding to the 
ground entombed in ice>:. and then more 
winter. What's with those dung-flinging 
crows on State Street anyway - they fly 
north instead of south? 
Council or clique? Conspiracy, co-
incidence, or an apathetic law-student con-
stituency?? More elections where candi-
dates are unopposed? "Only the LSSSS 
sweat-shirt jockeys know about these fil-
ing deadlines," complains a concerned 2L. 
"All of a sudden there's an election." 
Scandal: Richard Simmons' "Sweat-
ing to the oldies" blasting away, an LSSS 
member caught in a compromising posi-
tion with an undergraduate LSSSS-intern 
at the LSSSSS office. Activities which 
could lead to arrest and incarceration in 
the fine states of Oklahoma, Texas, and 
Aorida. 
Seen this clown? Sought for ques-
tioning in the kidnapping of a Michigan 
Law Student, federal agents arrested 
Ronald McDonald for possessing a vial of 
freeze-dried bubonic plague, and selling 
stolen securities, the culmination of a two-
year sting operation. "We got our man ... 
errrr clown, " commented a deputy. "He 
keeps asking us if we want to write for the 
RG. We think there's somethin' to it." 
Told that the Ypsilanti police freed 
me after being held captive in a closet and 
force fed a 1972 batch of sunshine acid, I 
found myself traveling upwards through 
an ominously huge cement wind-tunnel 
looking thing. Everything destroyed in a 
nuclear holocaust? Planet of the Apes? 
More awkward screenplays, and bad act-
ing from Charleton Heston? Actually, I was 
simply ascending the escalator just outside 
Washington D.C., at Rosslyn Metro-Rail 
Station. 
White House Counsel I Sleeping 
with the Pigs. They don't oink, in fact, 
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they sound more like dogs, staying at my 
friends' place (Peter and Linda) until I get 
settled. 
So I'm in the guest room next to the 
pig's room. "You don't want to ever force 
a pig to do something. It's instinctual, they 
identify coercion with predators." [Paying 
attention Mr. Graves?] That's my friend's 
explana~on, not mine. No, my friends 
don't li1 LIKE pigs- they live 
WITH pigs. Pigs that go oink oink, 
only, like I said, they don't really 
oink, it's more like SNORT SNORT. 
Thelonious, the little pig weighs 
about 130 pounds. Gonzalo, named af-
ter a Cuban jazz pianist, weighs about 
260 pounds. Bacon for everyone. 
They first obtained Thelonious, (a 
pot-bellied pig) before adopt-
ing the larger (actual pig) 
one. Again, according to 
my friends, 
Thelonious has al-
ways thought he 
was a human, and be-
came highly disappointed 
when the ACTUAL pig, (that 
does pig stuff: plows up the ground with 
his nose, snorts, squeals, and generally 
knows that he is in fact, a pig), moved into 
the house. Whatever ... Hey, I may be 
living with wild boars, but you're in Ann 
Arbor. 
A giant pig-door in the basement al-
lows them to wander freely into the yard. 
(The neighbors are thrilled about this). 
There's a "pig-house" in the backyard, 
similar to a doghouse only much larger, 
possibly two bedrooms, but I didn't check. 
The pigs do tricks, they sit up, turn around 
in circles when you say "pirouette," score 
hockey goals with a soccer ball, and per-
form other activities with no redeeming 
social qualities. They eat Cheerios, and 
they smell. 
There's also a helicopter landing pad 
on their property. I suspect they are sell-
ing pig-organs on the black-market for 
human transplants. (Pig organs are some-
what compatible with human organs). Big, 
big bucks. Tell me, can you tell the differ-
ence between a pig kidney and a human 
one? I didn't think so. (Has Bobbitt 
checked into this? Of course, even law 
students should be able to tell those apart. 
And again, no, I haven't checked). They 
keep guilt-tripping me about being a reg-
istered organ donor, the put-it-on-your-
driver's license deal. I'm not giving any-
one more incentive than 
they have alreadyr .......... , ..... 
to yank my ..... 
organs 
from my 
body while I may still need them. 
Catastrophe. One sleepy morning I 
grabbed some new-fangled health-food-
granola-sprout-looking dry cereal for a 
snack, and it turns out to be pig food. 
Shouldn't pig food be kept in a separate 
"pig-cabinet" -like with the rest of the pig 
stuff? I plan on moving to a non-pig place 
of residence soon. Meanwhile, I take my 
friends out for dinner, one of their favorite 
Washington D.C. Polish Cuisine Yuppie 
Eateries. I order a big fat meat-ridden cow-
infested cheeseburger, and they order some 
soybean-sprout grass-seed on a pine-cone. 
Then my Polish Cheeseburger shows up 
with a bunch of bacon stacked upon it. I 
didn't order bacon. There was no notifi-
cation of this on the menu. Should I toss 
the stuff over my shoulder and over to the 
next table? Too late. My friends immedi-
ately notice the bacon piled a mile high on 
the burger. "Oh," says Linda, "Bacon!" I 
though she might slam one of those plas-
tic orange chairs over my head. I profusely 
apologize and yank the pig-bits from my 
See LARRY'S WORLD, page 12 
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Dr. Strange Dove: Or, how- I learned to 
stop -worrying and love the oly1npics 
Day 1: I hear the best story of the Olym-
pics-They use plastic balloon doves in-
stead of real ones at the opening ceremo-
nies because the last time they released real 
ones at the ceremonies, they flew straight 
into the flame and the audience was show-
ered with hundreds of charred dove car-
casses. Definitely the wrong way to start 
off. 
CBS was unbearable and I decided not 
to watch the ceremonies after about 20 
minutes of incessant, banal banter and six 
commercial interruptions. But, I stumble 
across ~ CBC feed which is so much 
more respectable. 
During Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, 
CBS broke away and took the opportunity 
to interview American athletes that weren't 
going to compete for ten days. God forbid 
they expose the American public to a little 
culture ... 
Day 2: Shouldn't the Olympic committee 
be more concerned that the Silver and 
Bronze snowboard medalists didn't test 
positive for marijuana? 
Day 3: I hate figure skating. Especially 
women's figure skating ... I can't say how 
nauseated I am by the event. So, I really 
liked the juxtaposition of America's two 
best medal hopes: women's hockey (the 
ultimate hardcore sport) and skating (sub-
urban mall athletics). 
Chick hockey is cool. I really must 
admit that there's something well, urn ... 
stimulating about it. Those women are so 
bad-ass. I think next time they should be 
allowed to body check and fight. What I'd 
Larry's World 
Continued from page 11 
b'urger. 
Pig Myth: Pork does not come 
from a porcupine. 
·Eating Utensil: Fork.. 
A Whale's Penis: Doi:k. 
Back in Ann Arbor, some tele~ 
really like to see is five minutes of 
Lipinsky, Kwan and Bobek vs. the US 
women's hockey team. I'd pay some seri-
ous money for that one. 
Day 4: Vanity Fair arrives in the mail. 
Appreciation for male Olympic hockey 
players hits a new high. 
Day 5: Watched Johnny Mosely win the 
gold freestyle skiing medal, but got an even 
better thrill watching him on Letterman. 
Reminds me of every single male I went 
to undergrad with ... he'd obvio~sly been 
hanging out with the Canadian 
snow boarders. 
Day 6: Speaking of which-the second 
day of snowboarding competition arrives. 
Stock prices on the Neisei for companies 
manufacturing goldenseal in Japan reached 
all-time high. 
Day 7: Leave bar night early. We watch 
the downhill skiing. Fantastic crashes, ex-
citing outfits. Good stuff. 
Day 8: Out drinking, see nothing. Remem-
ber nothing. 
Day 9: My roommate invites me to go to 
Liquid Lounge to get jiggy wit it. I pass to 
watch the curling finals. But first, I'm sub-
jected to the men's figure skating final. I 
feel dirty. Needing to find something par-
tially dignified, I turn to Tommy Boy on 
NBC. 
Day 10: The award's ceremony for 
phone solicitor guy named Ed keeps call- '. 
ing my old phone number, (now merely 
voice-mail _in the twilight zone), leaving . 
carefully prepared incessant r~blings 
promoting the advantages of enrolling at · 
the Southern College of Optometry in. 
Memphis, and a woman· identifying her-. . . . . 
self as "five~ foot-two and .hot," says she 
originallymisdialed, butkeeps leaving me 
messages saying . I have a sexy voice' and' 
women's curling is carried live on CBC. 
For the first time in the Olympics, I'm a 
little teary-eyed. It's so cute-these 
middle-aged suburban house-wives from 
Regina up on the podium crying as 0' 
Canada plays. Adorable. 
Day 11: I'm left in a daze, sort of stunned, 
as if hit over the head with a very large 
rock, without anything to say, upon view-
ing the pairs original dance, which was 
themed towards "American Jive." There 
is no way I could articulate how bad this 
was or even begin to describe what I wit-
nessed. All video of the event should be 
destroyed in the interest of future genera-
tions. 
Day 12: American women win the gold 
medal in ice hockey. Cool. 
Day 13: Legal Practice paper due tomor-
row ... 
Day 14: I feel sorry for the men's hockey 
team. More for their bruised egos then for 
their failure to win a medal. Oh, and it's a 
real shock that they didn't take it really 
well and destroyed their rooms. Hockey 
players boorish? They are known to be 
such gentleman. 
Day 15: I hate TaraLipinsky. We will now 
be subjected to years of her as "America's 
Little Princess." Wheaties Boxes, 90210 
appearance ... god knows, she'll prob-
ably get her own Beanie Baby. I think I'll 
move to Canada. • 
ifl \youl<ljustanswer my phone I won't 
be sorry. She has not left her number .. 
Lest I fmd myself hauled in front 
of a Senate Committee or ~ve a ner~ 
vous breakdown and find myself naked 
on the roof of a building with an auto-
matic· weapon, I ~hall remain happy and ·. 
contented here in Washington. Miss you 
all. + 
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Kim Hurdle 
Kim's big day, june 26, 1993. 
Kim's last day, December 28, 1993. 
Killed by a drunk driver. 
Greenville, NC 
If you don't stop someone from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes. 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
0 
u.s. ~.-.oET""""""'*' 
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APALSA Symposium 
Continued from page 5 
real-world problems faced by practitioners. 
Dan Feldstein, a first-year law student, 
noted, ''This panel made it apparent the 
pressing need for the law school to have a 
broader discussion on race issues and to 
integrate these discussions into the class-
room." 
In the evening, APALSA hosted a ban-
quet in the Michigan Union with a keynote 
address by Daphne Kwok, Chair of the Na-
tional Council of Asian Pacific Americans 
and Executive Director of the Organization 
of Chinese Americans. In her address, she 
reminded the audience of the precarious 
role of APAs in American society and is-
sued a call to action. Citing numerous ex-
amples of how APAs continue to struggle 
to be included in the American polity, she 
concluded, "The status of Asian Pacific 
Americans is best defined by the term 
Americanized foreigners. That term best 
illustrates how APAs are perceived and 
treated." 
"We really believed in this Symposium 
from the beginning and this weekend has 
exceeded all of our expectations," said 
What If I need to Thank you for visiting 
Contact L.egal L.ad? Legai_Lad.com! Choose from the categories below ... 
Proolem wiili a Proolem Proolem wiili 
FaculcyMemw 
wiilia a!Aw~oo 
You Were Visitor Numoer: 




For links to oilier superheros' home pages click here . 
... and an email will be sent to him at !l@lml lad.com. 
To read a cartoon more univemlly iliought of as funny, Other ~nd of problem1 Contact II c ntwc .II 
David Baurn at dbaum@umich.edu. 
0 ~ ... go to: hltR:IIwww.unitedmedia.com/comics/dilbe~., 
Rachel Lee, Vice-Chair of the Symposium fourth year Michigan has held a workshop 
Committee. "We hope that the conversa- and intraschool competition. In 1995, the 
tions about race and APA issues begun this team from Michigan won the regional com-
weekend will continue in the months ahead. petition and went on to become the run-
The entire law school community should ners-up in the national competition. Ac-
actively engage in these debates and move cording to David Baum, Special Assistant 
the dialogue on race forward." to the Associate Dean of Student Affairs, 
• the school supports the competition be-
______________ __. cause it "provides students with opportu-
Competition 
Continued from page 4 
saying 'we'll do research and get back to 
you."' 
The client counseling competition be-
gan in 1969 on an interscholastic level and 
has been run by the ABA law student divi-
sion since 1973. As stated in materials 
given to the competitors, the purpose of the 
competition is to "promote greater knowl-
edge and interest in the preventative law 
and counseling functions of law practice 
and to encourage students to develop in-
terviewing, planning, and analytical skills 
and the lawyer client relationship in the law 
office." 
Approximately 100 law schools from 
the United States and Canada take part in 
the competition every year. This is the 
nities (in addition to those offered in the 
curriculum and through other extracurricu-
lar activities) to learn and build some very 
practical lawyering skills." Mr. Baum feels 
that "this competition compliments very 
nicely the education students get in the 
classroom." 
Both Mr. Lee and Mr. Manning cited 
the practical experience as their main mo-
tivation for entering the competition. Also, 
Mr. Manning stated that several of his 
friends had taken part in the negotiation 
competition in the fall, and "it looked like 
they had a lot of fun and it sounded like a 
good opportunity." According to Mr. Lee, 
the team plans to enter the competition 
again next year. "It was definitely a good 
experience," he said. "I would recommend 
it to anyone." • 
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Hey boys and girls •.. 
It's quiz time! 
Today's challenge: match the faculty member in column A with the salary in column B. One hint-column B only contains monies 
paid directly from theJiniversity coffers. Book royalties, speaking fees and hush money not included. Answers given at bottom of 
page. 
A. Mitch Berman A.155,000 
B. John Beckerman B. 275,000 
C. Lee Bollinger c. 94,000 
D. Sherman Clark D.108,549 
E. Edward Cooper E.150,000 
F. Susan Ekland F.155,000 
G. Roderick Hills G.179,000 
H. Jim Krier H. 94,314 
I. Katherine MacKinnon 1.162,000 
J. Saul Levmore J.O 
K. Jeff Lehman K. 82,000 
L. Yale Kamisar L. 60,000 
M.DougKahn M. 75,712 
N.MargaretLeary N.134,000 
0. Neal Plotkin 0. 65,242 
P. Rob Precht P.177,000 
Q.DonRegan Q.113,049 
R. Dennis Shields R.162,500 
S. Brian Simpson 8.173,700 
T. Grace Tonner T.162,500 
U. Susan Weinberg u. 67,600 
V.JB White V.162,500 
W.JJWhite W.170,000 
·){ooq 'f::>t!Jq ~!q l!~lll ~~s ut!::> no,\ J! Alt!1qn 
Mt!'] ~ql u! ){S~p ~,u~s~1 ~ql pu~~ S'fJOJ ~::>!u Allt!~J ~ql ){St! 'z!nb ~lll ot sJ~MsUt! ~ql JO.::J · · · ~::>11ds JO tno ~l ,~M 'llios :SJ~Msuy 
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If you find any of these quotes offensive, remember, I'm just the messenger. 
"Before law school, I used to think I was pretty smart. Now, I just think I'm pretty." 
-JL Jay Im, mumbling his daily affirmation 
"The natives moved to follow the beaver." 
-Prof. Peter Westen 
"I'm kind of like the Buffalo Bills of law students." 
-Summer lL Tim Hudson, after finishing 2nd place in both the Client Counseling Competition and 
Negotiation Competition 
"We're nothing but hired mercenaries." 
-Lawyer to I Ls, describing the loving na!J:!re of our profession 
"I'm at the age where I get injured while sleeping." 
-Prof. Bill Miller 
"I can't study in the library. Something about that green carpet ... " 
"I know what you mean, it makes me want to stroke a putter." 
-Exchange between students who don't study much 
"Law school was my second choice to being a river guide." 
-2L, lamenting over a dream unfulfilled 
"I am gradually learning to hate people." 
-I L on the latent educational benefits of law school 
"I just look at it as a day off." 
-Law student, expressing personal position on Day-of-Action Class Stay-Away 
Please send overheard quotes to rmlee@umich.edu. 
20 Interviews: Quickie Interviews of Busy Law Professors 
This week's guest . .. Professor Bill Miller (AKA William Ian Miller) 
Rick: "Law students say that you are prettier than Steve Croley and Tom Cruise combined. Does this misguided admiration 
distract your teaching?" 
Miller: "No, but doesn't anyone like me for my mind?" 
Rick: "Do you and your professor pals, like Steve 'Cruise' Croley, ever frequent bars together, get drunk, and act like fools?" 
Miller: "Hey, when I drink I am a model of sociability and decorum. I save playing the fool for the classroom." 
Bonus Questions-
Rick: "We students love you, man. Why do you hate us?" 
Miller: "Because you love Croley more." 
Rick: "Who would really win that fight between Croley and you?" [See 2111198 interview with Prof. Steve 'Sugar Ray' Croley. 
-ED.} 
Miller: "Croley ... but he'd lose in three to MacKinnon." 
